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RISK-TAKERS AND INNOVATORS WHO PUSH DESIGN FORWARDDESIGN REBELS

BREAKING THE RULES: WHO ARE 
THE CREATIVES LEADING DESIGN 
CHANGE IN OUR PNW CITIES—
AND AROUND THE WORLD?

FOR THE PEOPLE: ONE PORTLAND 
DEVELOPER FIGHTS CORPORATE GREED

“THINKING 
FOR YOURSELF 
IS THE MOST 
IMPORTANT 
THING.”
STEVEN HOLL
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RIGHT IN TUNE
Written by STACY KENDALL   :   Photographed by MARTIN TESSLER

Interior designer Alessandro Munge and chef David Hawksworth 
team up to create Nightingale, their second stunning restaurant 
collaboration in Vancouver.

THE NIGHTINGALE HAS inspired artists and storytellers for centuries,  
its melodic song praised in music and literature. Now the bird 
serves as touchstone for a different kind of artistic venture:  
the new Nightingale, Vancouver’s latest culinary coup and the 
second collaboration between Toronto-based design firm  
Studio Munge and chef-owner David Hawksworth (best known 
for his eponymous fine-dining restaurant in Hotel Georgia).

Inspired in part by Aesop’s fable about a nightingale in the 
clutches of a hawk (moral: “A bird in the hand is worth two in  
the bush”) as well as by Hawksworth’s name, the seasonal menu  
and refined interiors ask diners to “celebrate the here and now,” 
says the chef. The space is elegant without being stuffy; its 
laid-back atmosphere captures the spirit of contemporary dining.

Faced with the dilemma of how to entice guests upstairs in 
the two-story restaurant, Studio Munge made theater out of the 
open kitchen and pizza oven, giving a few two-tops a front-row 
view. Coffered ceilings and antique cut-glass globes on custom 
brass light fixtures give the space an intimate, almost residential  
feel. Downstairs, the airy space, with a visually commanding bar 
along one wall, supports a lively lunch and dinner scene amid 
black-and-white tiled columns. Fanciful gilded picture frames, 
convex round mirrors, and a flock of bird sculptures rise to the 
ceiling. “The space brings out people’s sense of curiosity,” says 
interior designer Alessandro Munge. “We wanted to make it 
intimate and exciting, so that every time you come back, it will 
feel like the first time.”  »



THIS PAGE AND OPPOSITE: Nightingale, designed by 
Toronto-based Alessandro Munge (opposite right) and 
helmed by Vancouver chef-owner David Hawksworth, 
opened in the Coal Harbour neighborhood in May 
2016. Set in a former university club, the restaurant 
serves up contemporary seasonal Canadian cuisine in 
a polished yet playful interior. Flying birds made from 
stiff cardboard—playful embodiments of its name-
sake—adorn the top half of the restaurant’s perimeter.
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CLOCKWISE FROM LEFT: The chef’s table on the second 
floor features a custom brass and antique glass light 
fixture designed by Studio Munge. Bathrooms recall  
the old-world elegance of the former university club  
location. The downstairs dining area, once dark and 
cloistered, is now a soaring, light-filled two-story space. 
A gilded Federal-style girandole mirror continues the 
bird motif. h


